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Gretchen Parker is the drafting film guru, and she'll show how easily you can use colored pencils to create these realistic peppers in vivid color! Is capturing translucency a mystery for you? Have you always
wanted to try colored pencils on drafting film, or are you looking for your next drafting film project? In 30 detailed steps, veteran instructor Gretchen Parker will show you how to go from line drawing to finished
artwork with ease. This lesson is done on .005 double-sided matte finish Grafix Drafting Film (GDF). It takes more pencil layers than Dura-lar. The double-side allows for creating interesting effects, colors
appear vibrant, and pencil erases cleanly. Lift tiny details with waxed paper the same as using tape on paper. Work with the photo reference directly under the film or start from the line drawing. When framing
experiment with different color backers to see which seems best for the work. No fixative is necessary; a quick buff with a tissue stops wax bloom. Using this popular, versatile, and forgiving matte surface,
you'll learn how to use both front and back sides to create eye-popping color and shine, plus how to create that special plastic bag effect! Add a new surface to your colored pencil repertoire ...you might just
fall in love with film. Draw... Frame... Bask in your talent! ABOUT IN-DEPTH TUTORIALS: Created by master colored pencil artists, each In-Depth tutorial features 30+ steps and focuses on teaching you why
and not just how the artist applies their technique. No book or video comes close to the amount of instruction in an In-Depth tutorial. Art instruction books typically contain 4-6 steps per demo. That just
scratches the surface! In-Depth tutorials truly show you exactly (and we really do mean exactly) how the artist works, making learning new drawing techniques easy and stress-free.Use the Look Inside
feature to view the Supply List for this tutorial or see list below. About Gretchen Parker: In retirement as an occupational therapist, Gretchen found time to pursue her lifelong passion for drawing. She since
has won many awards. Her work has appeared in publications in the U.S. and abroad. Gretchen's passion for this avant-garde medium allows her to create fine painterly detail. SUPPLY LIST Prismacolor
Cool Grey 30% Cool Grey 50% Burnt Ochre Yellow Ochre Goldenrod Dark Brown Terra Cotta Sand Chocolate Tuscan Red White Apple Green Poppy Red Orange Pumpkin Orange Yellowed Orange Sienna
Brown Prussian Green Scarlet Lake Grass Green Canary Yellow Crimson Red Pale Vermilion Kelp Green Sunburst Yellow Indigo Blue Crimson Lake Dark Umber Verithin: Terra Cotta Dark Brown Stabillo
White (or White watercolor pencil) Round Tombo Mono Zero eraser White click eraser Waxed paper Pencil sharpener
Vivian shares her love of colored pencils and explains that one way "baby-artists" learn to be better is by copying what they see. Love Colored Pencils is designed to enable exactly this. On one side of each
spread, Vivian demonstrates a technique or she colors in a subject, and on the opposite page or the next spread, the reader is encouraged to copy what they see, drawing directly in the book. Exercises
throughout offer fun ways to explore drawing while being inspired by Vivian Wong's popular and colorful drawing style. This is a book for all levels of artist who want to explore this versatile and fun medium
with a colorful and talented artist baby step by baby step.
Learn to paint with groundbreaking new techniques for a favorite medium! • Dazzling colors, incredible realism—with simple step-by-step demonstrations • Easy-to-follow instructions from a top colored-pencil
artist • Master the wide range of colored pencil effects possible, including blending, layering, translucent effects, and more Radiant color…painterly finishes…astonishing realism…with colored pencils! Achieve
rich, luminous color and eye-popping ultra-realistic effects. Artists of every level will be inspired by the amazing new techniques created by Alyona Nickelsen, presented in Colored Pencil Painting Bible for the
very first time. Nickelsen’s innovations will delight readers and detailed you-can-do-it processes bring her striking results within reach for every artist. Take colored pencils beyond the ordinary with Colored
Pencil Painting Bible!
Perfect for the absolute beginner to coloured pencil drawing, this complete seven week course will enable you to methodically and systematically develop your skills right from the very start. Author of the CPD
Accredited 'Complete Drawing Certificate Course' and successful professional artist for more than 24 years Cindy Wider shares her secrets to creating rich and vibrant coloured pencil artworks step-by-step
with every detail explained. Throughout this course Cindy provides you with indispensable colour theory knowledge so that you can get great results with the creation of your artworks over and over again. In
this course you will learn all about these important fundamental basics and so much more; How to use complimentary colours to make your colours sing Twelve fundamental coloured pencil techniques Six
popular colour schemes to help you choose great colours every time Learn to see colour as tone How to use temperature of colour to create three-dimensional form How to bring objects forwards on the
picture plane How to send objects backwards into the picture plane How to draw the initial outline using the 'Construction Drawing Method' How to use graphite transfer paper to transfer your drawing to
quality paper Learn about the five major areas of highlight and shadows Discover how burnish at just the right time for a gorgeous painterly glow Twelve Coloured Pencil Techniques will open up your eyes
and your creativity to a whole new range of creative possibilities!
From the Publisher: Colored pencils are convenient, neat, portable, economical, forgiving. Now they're even more ideal for beginning artists because they're available in amazing new water-soluble versions.
Start with a drawing in colored pencil, then add water to create a painting. It's amazing-and amazingly easy. Drawing and Painting with Colored Pencil covers traditional colored pencil techniques as well as
tips on mastering the new water-soluble colored pencils. From basic color layering, burnishing, and lifting, to using water-soluble pencils to create beautiful florals, still lifes, and landscapes, this book is full of
great ideas and step-by-step inspiration.
Learn to create strikingly realistic animal drawings in colored pencil beginning with basic shapes. Drawing: Animals in Colored Pencil shows you how to render a variety of beautiful animals in graphite pencil,
with tips on choosing materials, building with basic shapes, and shading and coloring to develop form and realism. In this comprehensive, 40-page book, accomplished artist Debra Kauffman Yaun shares her
artistic insights and techniques. The book opens with essential information on choosing tools and materials, understanding color theory, and creating basic pencil strokes. It then covers special colored pencil
techniques, such as hatching, burnishing, layering, and blending. Finally, the author demonstrates how to accurately depict an assortment of adorable animals––including favorite family pets, wildlife, and
birds––in a series of clear, step-by-step lessons. In-depth, easy-to-follow instructions allow aspiring artists to develop their drawing skills, guiding them from simple sketches to the final flourishes. The included
drawing projects are: a rooster, a Shetland sheepdog, a gray squirrel, a horse, a lory bird, a leopard, a Maine coon cat, an alpaca, a box turtle, and a red fox. Designed for beginners, the How to Draw & Paint
series offers an easy-to-follow guide that introduces artists to basic tools and materials and includes simple step-by-step lessons for a variety of projects suitable for the aspiring artist. Drawing: Animals in
Colored Pencil allows artists to develop their drawing skills, demonstrating how to start with basic shapes and use pencil and shading techniques to create varied textures, values, and details for a realistic,
completed drawing.
Demonstrates how to create landscape drawings step-by-step using colored pencils, including such techniques as rendering shadows, creating textures, and expressing time of day in the work.
22 Step-by-Step Demonstrations in Colored Pencil Creating beautiful pet portraits is simple with Anne deMille Flood. She'll help you master easy techniques for drawing realistic animal portraits that capture
your pet's unique personality. Realistic Pet Portraits in Colored Pencil provides clear guidance from start to finish. From dogs, cats, horses and birds to cuddle pets such as bunnies, guinea pigs and
hamsters, step-by-step demonstrations make drawing each subject easy. You'll find complete instruction for rendering fine details including fur, feathers, whiskers, eyes and other important facial features.
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Getting started is easy! Anne teaches you basic drawing techniques as well as provides instruction on working from reference photos, choosing focal points, transferring images and more. Simple, easy-tofollow charts show you pressure, point and stroke for each color - every step of the way. This essential reference is all the guidance you need for bringing your furry friends to life!

Get a feel for your art--literally! 101 Textures in Colored Pencil teaches you every technique you’ll need to give your colored-pencil drawings realistic, palpable texture. There has
never been a better time to master textures! Knowing how to make your surfaces and textures look real is one of the most challenging aspects of creating art in colored pencil,
even for experienced artists. 101 Textures in Colored Pencil provides artists with step-by-step instructions for drawing a wide variety of the most common textures and surfaces,
including sand, water, metals, foliage, wood, fabrics, stone, grass, hair, and many more. Each page is a comprehensive resource on how to create a specific texture, complete
with two to three easy-to-follow steps and a final, detailed image of the finished artwork. Plus, the book is organized into sections based on subject matter, making finding what
exactly you need a breeze. Don’t put your artistic endeavors on hold!
Five step-by-step drawing tutorials. Every tutorial consists of 6-13 color illustrations and short explanation for each step based on the author's personal experience. Learn to draw
an everyday objects in realistic style. All aspects of working with colored pencils are covered, including layering, blending,burnishing, mixing and building up color, sketching,
shading.... A lot of colored pencil tips and tricks.
Rendering artwork that leaves viewers contemplating whether they might actually be looking at a photograph is no easy task. Introducing Realistic Portraits in Colored Pencil—a
comprehensive guidebook that shows artists the secrets to drawing lifelike portraits in this dynamic medium. This engaging resource is perfect for artists who want to improve
upon their existing skills and learn how to render realistic portraits utilizing a wide range of techniques. After details about the essential tools and materials, readers will learn to
employ a variety of colored-pencil techniques, such as hatching, crosshatching, shading, blending, layering, burnishing, and much more. Colored-pencil artists will also discover
more complex techniques relative to creating realistic portraits, including how to render various textures, from hair and skin to clothing and facial features. Also included is
valuable information for collecting all of the elements for polished and professional results. Packed with clear, easy-to-follow instructions, plenty of helpful artist tips, and beautiful
artwork that's sure to inspire, Realistic Portraits in Colored Pencil is the perfect resource for any colored-pencil artist ready to take their skills to the next level.
Hard to believe this stunning rose on the cover is a colored pencil drawing and NOT a photograph??!! Drenched with beautiful color, believe it or not, it really is artwork, using
colored pencil and Pan Pastels. And the best part? You can replicate this amazing realism with ease, following Debbie Bowen's painstakingly clear and detailed instruction.
Brilliant flame-orange rose, luscious bokeh background and raindrops - follow each step to create each beautiful element with ease. You'll learn: How to use Pan Pastels to
create a quick, believable background How to create vivid, saturated color How to draw realistic waterdrops How to render a perfect rose! Mixing pastel and colored pencil might
be new for you, but we're sure you'll love the results and be pleased with your success. Raindrops on roses ...maybe this tutorial and your resulting artwork will soon become one
of your favorite things! SUPPLY LIST: Visit https://annkullberg.com/products/rose-in-depth-colored-pencil-tutorial for a complete supply list for this tutorial. The supply list is one of
the product images. Please note the Faber-Castell Polychromos pencil name changes further down on the product page. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Debbie Bowen is a colored
pencil and pastel artist who lives in Oregon. Her art has been published in The New Colored Pencil by Kristy Ann Kutch and CP Hidden Treasures Volumes 3, 5 and 6 by Ann
Kullberg. Art is Debbie's true passion and she strives for realism with all her art. ABOUT IN-DEPTH TUTORIALS: Whether you are new to drawing animals in colored pencil or a
seasoned artist, you will gain invaluable insight, practice, and experience from this project. Our In-Depth tutorials are all about preparing yourself for future wins, while also
creating a beautiful piece of artwork. Created by master colored pencil artists, each In-Depth tutorial features detailed steps and focuses on teaching you why and not just how
the artist applies their technique. No book comes close to the amount of instruction in an In-Depth tutorial. Art instruction books typically contain 4-6 steps per demo. That just
scratches the surface! With large images and 28 or more steps, In-Depth tutorials truly show you exactly how the artist works, making it easy and stress-free to learn new colored
pencil techniques and achieve success. ABOUT THE EDITOR: Ann Kullberg has been a leading colored pencil artist and instructor for over 30 years. Her first book, Colored
Pencil Portraits Step by Step revolutionized portrait drawing with colored pencil. She is the founder of COLOR magazine, a monthly magazine devoted to colored pencil artists,
begun in 1999. Known for her thorough and approachable teaching style, Ann understands what students need to know to succeed.
You're a colored pencil beginner? We can help! Learn Ann Kullberg's tried and true method for mixing and layering colors to create soft believable skin tones, highlights and
shadows. Only 22 Prismacolor colored pencils needed for this project. Both light and dark skin tones can be achieved with Ann Kullberg's skin tone palette, as you'll see in this
tutorial. It requires patience and several layers, but by mixing pinks, yellows, oranges and browns you will learn how to create beautiful brown skin tones that glow. You will gain
skills and confidence with this lovely Jumpstart colored pencil tutorial in just 10 easy steps that are fully illustrated. This clear, easy to follow tutorial will teach even beginners
methods you can carry with you for your future portrait drawings. PLUS BONUS LESSON: Country Cottage * 10 easy steps with large images * Clear instruction on color
placement, pencil pressure and stroke * 25 colored pencils needed * Reference photo and easy to trace line drawing included How can you draw a great big blue sky with a tiny
little pencil point? Or fields of grasses and flowers? In 10 easy steps, with expert guidance from Judith Selcuk, that's how! Judith is the Queen of Simplification, and she will show
you how to easily create a charming country landscape that captures light, shadow, reflections, and a great big blue sky. In just three layers and three colors, you will build that
lovely tulip field. Just three layers and colors for that glassy water, too. Take your colored pencil art to the next level with the new skills you'll learn! See SUPPLY LISTS at
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www.annkullberg.com ABOUT JUMPSTART TUTORIALS: Created by master colored pencil artists, each Jumpstart tutorial features 8-10 steps and focuses on teaching you why
and not just how the artist applies their technique. Our Jumpstart tutorials for beginners and beyond truly show you exactly how the artist works, making it easy to learn new
colored pencil techniques to apply to your own projects. Easy, fun and a great way to learn! ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Ann Kullberg has written numerous colored pencil instruction
books, has taught colored pencil workshops for over 30 years in 6 countries, founded COLOR magazine, a monthly magazine devoted to colored pencil artists, and has published
more than 80 colored pencil instructional books and tutorials.
Draw... Frame... Bask in your talent! 48 full color step by step images and detailed instruction Create brilliant colors, soft backgrounds and textures in colored pencil Reference
photo and line drawing included Perfect way to master soft backgrounds & textures! For the background alone, this tutorial is worth its weight in gold, not to mention the brilliant
colors, reflected hues and vivid contrast you'll learn to achieve. The 48 full color images show you every step along the way. Dreamy, soft backgrounds along with vibrant colors
& contrast - you will discover it all with this easy-to-follow lesson by Denise Howard. ABOUT IN-DEPTH TUTORIALS: Created by master colored pencil artists, each In-Depth
tutorial features 30+ steps and focuses on teaching you why and not just how the artist applies their technique. No book or video comes closdrae to the amount of instruction in
an In-Depth tutorial. Art instruction books typically contain 4-6 steps per demo. That just scratches the surface! With large images and 30 or more steps, In-Depth tutorials truly
show you exactly how the artist works, making it easy to truly learn new colored pencil techniques and achieve success.
Introduces basic techniques for using colored pencils to create drawings from photographs, offering instruction on working with colors and achieving correct proportions.
Discover the secrets to creating beautiful, realistic colored pencil drawings with Drawing: Colored Pencil Basics. Whether you’re a novice or an accomplished artist just getting
started with colored pencil, Drawing: Colored Pencil Basics provides you with the instruction and inspiration you need to master this versatile medium. By starting with the
necessary supplies and basic techniques, this colorful, comprehensive guidebook gives you a solid foundation so you can work through each stunning project with ease and joy.
Award-winning artist Cynthia Knox first teaches the fundamentals: tools and materials, colored pencil techniques, color basics, the basic shapes drawing method, the grid
method, using photo references, and more. She explores blending, burnishing, and layering colors, plus a range of styles and techniques for creating your own works of art in
colored pencil. After learning the basics of drawing in colored pencil, move on to the step-by-step lessons, which demonstrate how to draw strikingly realistic still life and animals.
Each drawing project focuses on a specific technique. Included drawing projects are a fall leaf, a colorful cupcake, a butterfly on a flower, a pony, a bowl of cherries, and a
puppy—all in gorgeous, realistic detail. A reference photograph is used for each project, so you can learn how to transform your everyday photographs into beautiful pieces of art
with only paper and colored pencil. Designed for beginners, the How to Draw & Paint series offers easy-to-follow guides that introduce artists to basic tools and materials and
include simple step-by-step lessons for a variety of projects suitable for the aspiring artist. Drawing: Colored Pencil Basics allows artists to develop drawing skills by
demonstrating how to start with basic shapes and use pencil and coloring techniques to create varied textures, values, and details for realistic colored pencil drawings.
This revised edition of The Colored Pencil is a complete update of a classic text on a favorite medium. While providing the latest, most authoritative information, the new edition retains the best features of the
original: beautiful artwork by Bet Borgeson and other well-known artists working in a wide range of styles; clear-cut lessons on color mixing and specific techniques (including linear, tonal, sgraffito, impressed
line, burnishing, and liquid techniques); and demonstrations of the various methods for creating successful works in colored pencil. Not only has all the information been updated to reflect new developments
in colored pencil materials, but also, two entirely new chapters have been added to introduce revolutionary techniques. The first shows how frisket film can be used to lift colored pencil pigment from paper,
allowing erasures to be made easily and with precision. An added benefit of this technique is that it makes it easier to draw negatively, that is, to create light linear elements within previously applied color
passages. The second new chapter presents an ingenious way of using ordinary masking tape in colored pencil drawing. With this tape and a burnisher, the most densely applied color can be almost
completely removed. With simple modifications, a more painterly "lift" can be achieved, with a loose effect that falls within art's cherished category of "the happy accident." Fifty new color illustrations and three
new step-by-step demonstrations round out the revision. With such a wealth of new and updated material, this edition of The Colored Pencil has much to offer every artist interested in an increasingly popular,
highly versatile medium.
Anywhere, Anytime Art: Colored Pencil makes colored pencils approachable and accessible. The author’s contemporary art style takes a fresh approach to colored-pencil artwork, which can be dry and
traditional-looking. Anywhere, Anytime Art: Colored Pencil presents colored-pencil drawing in a youthful way, focusing on urban and suburban scenes as well as subjects from daily life. You will learn basic
drawing topics like tools, materials, drawing techniques, and color theory, and then dive into helpful tips, hacks, and techniques for creating art while out and about. Step-by-step projects covering a variety of
subjects make drawing with colored pencils quick, easy, and fun for artists of all skill levels. Learn to be spontaneous with your artwork, and expand your artistic horizons!
Colored Pencil Painting Portraits provides straightforward solutions to the problems that artists face in creating lifelike images and will prime readers on the intricacies of colour, texture, shadow and light as
they interplay with the human form.--Worldcat.
Take your colored pencil skills to the next level and create a dazzling artistic menagerie! From songbirds to a soft-furred lynx, from a showy fish to a serene sloth, learn to draw realistic and beautiful animals
in colored pencil. With tutorials for rendering textures, creating luminous color, getting animal proportions right, and more, this is the perfect guide for anyone wishing to make the most of their pencils. Step-bystep lessons take you from rough sketch to fully rendered drawing. Along the way you'll learn indispensable colored pencil techniques for vividness and realism. You'll also learn the subtle art of making
drawings come alive. Full color throughout.
The Colored Pencil Artist's Handbook is a step-by-step guide through a range of blending, mark-making, and mixed media techniques. Whether you're looking to improve your drawing skills or be introduced
to a range of new effects. All the tools, materials, and techniques you need to capture a range of subjects are explained. Tutorials on subjects ranging from still-life studies to holiday sketching and portraiture.
Prefer Instant Download? Download now at www.annkullberg.com New to colored pencil? We can help! You can take trial and error straight out of your vocabulary with Jumpstart's clear, easy lessons. The
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ultimate way to gain confidence as a novice, the Blue Butterfly lesson will show you in 10 clear steps how to draw realism and create soft blends with colored pencil. Only 8 colored pencils needed! "The
beginning is the most important part of the work." - Plato So let's get you started right - with simple instruction from Denise Howard that will let any newbie learn the ropes in a flash. In 10 easy steps you'll be
signing your name to artwork as beautiful as this blue morpho butterfly. Think you can't do it? You can! What's Inside? 10 detailed steps that take you from start to finish. Large, easy to follow step-by-step
images Crystal-clear, detailed layer-by-layer instruction. Trace-able line drawing plus full size reference photo. Color guides, suggested materials, hints, tips, and more. PLUS BONUS LESSON: Red Ripe
Tomato This lesson provides you with unintimidating instruction that will let any newbie learn the ropes in a flash. You are just 10 easy steps away from drawing this beautiful Red Ripe Tomato with guidance
from master colored pencil artist Judith Selcuk. You'll learn so much about how to control and layer colored pencil and be so proud of your results. What's Inside? 10 detailed steps that take you from start to
finish. Large, easy to follow step-by-step images Crystal-clear, detailed layer-by-layer instruction. Trace-able line drawing plus full size reference photo. Color guides, suggested materials, hints, tips, and
more. ABOUT JUMPSTART TUTORIALS: Created by master colored pencil artists, each Jumpstart tutorial features 8-10 steps and focuses on teaching you why and not just how the artist applies their
technique. Our Jumpstart tutorials for beginners and beyond truly show you exactly how the artist works, making it easy to learn new colored pencil techniques to apply to your own projects. Easy, fun and a
great way to learn! ABOUT THE EDITOR: Ann Kullberg has written numerous colored pencil instruction books, has taught colored pencil workshops for over 30 years in 6 countries, founded COLOR
magazine, a monthly magazine devoted to colored pencil artists, and has published more than 80 colored pencil instructional books and tutorials. www.annkullberg.com for workshop listings and instant
downloads of all books and tutorials.
Simple, step-by-step instructions for using colored pencils include eight plates from Dover's Creative Haven® series for practice. Full-color photographs illustrate such methods as creating texture, layering,
and blending colors.
Learn to use colored pencils and watercolor pencils to create vibrant, exciting works of art! Modern Colored Pencil delves into all the basic techniques and concepts required to create fresh, colorful works of
colored pencil art. Talented artist Chelsea Ward takes you on a lively, easy-to-follow exploration of colored pencils in this book, which is packed with creative exercises and projects designed to show you how
to work with the versatile, approachable colored pencil medium. The Modern series of books offers a fun, contemporary approach to working with traditional art media, demonstrating that with the right type of
instruction, encouragement, and tips, drawing and painting success can be achieved by any artist or creative type. Modern Colored Pencil begins with a brief introduction to various tools, such as pencils
(including colored pencils, graphite pencils, and watercolor pencils), papers, and other tools. This handy book also demonstrates often-complicated concepts, such as color mixing, shading, texture, and more,
in an easy, approachable manner. Once you have a handle on the basics, explore how to create dynamic color palettes, use basic shapes and techniques to render a range of subjects, and create various
marks and textures. From beautiful florals and nature motifs to animals and everyday items, Modern Colored Pencil provides a fresh, contemporary, and enjoyable approach to learning how to create vivid
artwork in colored pencil.
Many people who bought colored pencils during the adult coloring book craze are now looking to learn new ways to be creative with them. In Mastering Colored Pencil, artist and colored pencil evangelist Lisa
Dinhofer presents everything artists need to know about traditional and contemporary drawing techniques, materials, and color theory in order to master this versatile medium. Colored pencils, an inexpensive,
easy to use, and mobile medium, are coming of age. More and more artists are discovering the incredible qualities of drawing with colored pencils. The wide variety of vibrant color choices among the major
manufacturers seems endless. At a recent count, there are more than fifty different reds in the colored pencil spectrum of Prismacolor, Faber-Castell, and Derwent. The base of the pencils vary as well: wax,
watercolor, pastel, and graphite. These can be interchanged or mixed together. The effects that can be achieved are limitless. A work in pencil can be a drawing, a watercolor, or an oil painting. A wax pencil
can sketch, can draw, can paint. A watercolor pencil can do the same. The drawing can be transparent as a loose wash or as dense as an oil on canvas. Artists can work as small as a postage stamp or as
large as a wall. Mastering Colored Pencil is illustrated throughout with Dinhofer’s fresh and sophisticated artwork and includes more than twenty-five step-by-step demonstrations, thoughtful exercises,
workbook templates, and specific assignments that are sure to help every artist achieve striking results with pencils. A special exhibition section includes work, technique descriptions, and insights from seven
additional contemporary artists.
An introduction to drawing flowers with colored pencils covers techniques, color theory, and basic pencil strokes and includes step-by-step instructions for depicting an assortment of flowers.
Why limit yourself to colored pencil drawings? With the simple techniques illustrated inside, you can create colored pencil paintings rich with lifelike textures. It's easy! Just follow these step-by-step
demonstrations to achieve the subtle contours of a rose, a rough orange rind, weathered wood, shiny metal, a child's soft skin, and more than 50 other textures that will add exciting new dimensions to your
work!
Give your colored pencil paintings that extra glow! Capture the qualities and textures of light! Create the light-filled quality of oil painting with the ease of colored pencils—one of the safest, most convenient and
easy-to-use mediums available to artists today. Whether you're a beginner or a more experienced artist, your colored pencil paintings will take on new life with the guidance of author Cecile Baird. Using her
simple burnishing technique, Baird will show you how to transform an ordinary colored pencil painting into a light-filled masterpiece. Capturing light is one of painting's most common quests—no matter what
your medium of choice is. Cecile Baird, a signature member of the Colored Pencil Society of America, provides 20 easy step-by-step demonstrations that show you how to create beautiful luminescent
paintings with colored pencil on a wide variety of subjects, such as fruit, flowers, water, light, and glass. Put your skills to work in two extended demonstrations that lead you through the painting process from
start to finish to create your own refined, detailed paintings. Start creating your own realistic, light-filled paintings using colored pencils today!
The New Colored PencilCreate Luminous Works with Innovative Materials and TechniquesWatson-Guptill
When you want to LEARN while drawing wtih colored pencil...turn to an In-Depth Tutorial! Using just 27 colored pencils, Amy will show you step by meticulous step how to draw every stroke of these beautiful
ragdoll kitty. If you're attracted to this project, it's because you love cats and you love drawing them or wish you could draw them much better. You're in the right place, because this tutorial will do jst that. An
excellent instructor, Amy shows you no fewer than 8 separate stroking techniques to create this soft, believable fur. And with precise details and clear instruction, you'll create those ice-blue beckoning eyes
and fur that you'll want to bury your fingers in. It doesn't have to be hard. You don't have to re-invent the wheel. Drawing needn't be a struggle. Just allow this thorough lesson to guide you to your own
personal success. WHAT'S INSIDE: Line Drawing to transfer, print or trace Supply List Reference photo 32 thorough steps with text & images Step by step eye instruction Stey by step nose & mouth
instruction 8 separate & distinct fur-drawing strokes Guidance on how to create contrast ABOUT IN-DEPTH TUTORIALS: Created by master colored pencil artists, each In-Depth tutorial features 30+ steps
and focuses on teaching you why and not just how the artist applies their technique. No book comes close to the amount of instruction in an In-Depth tutorial. Art instruction books typically contain 4-6 steps
per demo. That just scratches the surface! With large images and 30 or more steps, In-Depth tutorials truly show you exactly how the artist works, making it easy and stress-free to learn new colored pencil
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techniques and achieve success. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Amy studied English and art history at university. After graduating, she trained in secondary education and has been teaching art and photography
for 13 years. Amy's work reflects her love of the outdoors and the natural world and she enjoys working in a wide range of media.
Flowing from the same reverence and principles as Watercolor Is for Everyone, the first title in the Art Is for Everyone series from Quarry Books, Drawing Is for Everyone offers 21 intuitive, process-based
drawing lessons for depicting the natural world with graphite, colored pencils, and colorful inks.
Presents instructions for colored pencil drawing for artists of all skill levels.

"Discover your 'inner artist' as you learn to draw a range of popular subjects in colored pencil"--Cover.
Offers step-by-step instructions for completing twenty-seven colored pencil drawing projects, offering advice on appropriate supplies, color theory, and basic techniques in the
medium.
Learn how to draw with colored pencils by following this easy and accessible guide, in which award-winning artist Kendra Ferreira demonstrates the creative potential of an
exciting and highly versatile artistic medium. Colored pencils combine the expressiveness of painting with the control of drawing. They allow for really rich and luminous color,
with finished drawings being so detailed and pigmented that they resemble paintings. With 10 step-by-step tutorials, Kendra helps beginners learn: the fundamentals of drawing
and colored-pencil techniques. tutorials covering a range of subject matter, including still lifes, portraits, clouds and landscapes. advice on tools, materials and techniques, plenty
of tips throughout and ideas on how to take each tutorial a step further. special features on drawing skies, adding figures to a scene and how to create colorful greys and
shadows. Skills developed include: making marks, sketching and composition, creating tone, light and shade, mixing colors, layering, optical mixing, burnishing, underpainting,
creating texture and using solvents for painterly effects.
Experienced artists looking to master a new medium will relish this comprehensive guide to using colored pencils by the author of How to Color Like an Artist. Step-by-step
demonstrations with photos and directions explain shading, blending, color theory, more.
Beginning Colored Pencil lets you master the art of drawing with colored pencils. What medium is as immediately relatable as the colored pencil? Vibrant, versatile, and familiar,
the simple colored pencil is the proverbial first step on your journey to becoming an artist. Beginning Colored Pencil is an inviting and approachable guide loaded with everything
an aspiring artist needs to know about colored pencil, including tools, materials, composition, and color theory. Walter Foster Publishing’s Portfolio series takes a techniquedriven approach, emphasizing topics like blending, shading, and creating form and texture to provide a well-rounded approach that allows readers to master key concepts. Try
step-by-step demonstrations with a fresh, contemporary design to keep lessons vibrant, so you can practice your fresh, new skills. Get in touch with your inner creativity, and dive
into colored pencils today! The Portfolio series covers essential art techniques, core concepts, and media with an approach and format that’s perfect for aspiring, beginning, and
intermediate artists. Also available from the series:Beginning Acrylic, Beginning Drawing, Beginning Watercolor, Beginning Pastel, Beginning Color Mixing, Expressive Painting,
Beginning Color Mixing, Beginning Pen & Ink, and Beginning Composition.
"Learn to draw and paint using colored pencils in The New Colored Pencil: a how-to guide for creating vibrant, textured, and easy art illustrations by best-selling author and
teacher Kristy Kutch Popular colored pencil artist and teacher Kristy Kutch guides readers through the myriad new developments in colored pencil materials, techniques, and
practices, focusing on traditional, wax, and watersoluble colored pencils. With lessons in color theory, combining color media, creating and enhancing textures, and
experimenting with new surfaces, the guide culminates in a number of demonstrations to round out this book as a complete resource. Vibrant illustrations by an array of
contemporary colored pencil artists expose the vast, radiant possibilities of this medium today"-Easy-to-follow demonstrations show you how to use colored pencils to paint trees, flowers, animals, people and other popular subjects. The colored pencil is an easy-to-use,
inexpensive and incredibly expressive medium. And nobody is more skilled with the pencil than Bet Borgeson. Using many visual examples to illustrate her points, Bet will teach
you how to use layering, burnishing, lifting color and other basic colored pencil techniques to create an exciting range of effects—from highly detailed realism to loose, luscious
color. She also offers advice on choosing the right materials, conveying textures, layering in backgrounds, and combining colored pencil with other mediums.
Step-by-step instructions and illustrations teach artists how to duplicate the gradated wash of watercolor, the stipple of pontillism, and the delicate texture of crosshatching
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